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“Effective feedback that evaluates the website for thoroughness and completeness. Feedback is direct and 

addresses both issues and positive features of the website.  

Submit:  

1. Feedback to your assigned group. These should be posted as replies to their discussion post (see 

discussion posts) and comments below.  

2. Rubric for Assignment #2 (see below) - Submitted to the Assignment Section.  

Feedback to the group: 

Dan, Susan, and Emily your website is cohesive and thorough, well done! Right away, the title gives the 

reader the intent of your website: to help one’s understanding of statistical concepts. The format, with a 

common background and design/colorway, shows a cohesive website. Similarly, each webpage consists of 

comparable layouts, most having similar fonts and information. Each member seems to have contributed 

equally to the site indicating collaboration among all group members. The only suggestion for 

improvement might be to have each page’s layout identical (labeling each part of the individual sites, ie: 

Introduction, Definition, Data, Instructional Video, Conclusion or Results) with the same font and 

centering. Maybe each concept/subpage could be a different color, otherwise, the site was easy to navigate 

and had all the required components.  

The written concepts, videos, and scenarios are all of high quality and were helpful in understanding some 

complex processes and concepts (especially since we have not addressed these concepts in the course thus 

far). Thank you! Both grammar and content have no major mistakes. Results of the data for each section 

were mentioned in a number of the videos. Additionally, it might be helpful to students and those new to 

statistics to see written results, in APA format, giving the “newbie” an example to strive for.  

Overall, it was my pleasure to give feedback to your group. Thank you for making it easy :)  

Rubric (from Assignment #2) 

   Category       Did not meet the 

minimum standards 

     Met the minimum 

standards 

 

Exceeded the 

minimum 

standards 

Your 

Score 

 

 

Required 

elements 

for 

the 

website 

Website contains at least 

5 pages that detail 5 

separate statistical 

concepts. At least 3 of 

the concepts are 

inferential statistics. 

Substantial issues exist 

with the appearance or 

group participation (0-5 

Points) 

Website contains at least 

5 pages that detail 5 

separate statistical 

concepts. At least 3 of 

the concepts are 

inferential statistics. 

Videos and material 

create a somewhat 

cohesive and attractive 

appearance, but some 

issues exist with the 

appearance or group 

participation. (6-8 

Points) 

Website contains at 

least 

5 pages that detail 5 

separate statistical 

concepts. At least 3 of 

the concepts are 

inferential statistics. 

Each member records 

at 

least one video. Each 

member submits a 

group 

evaluation (log). 

Videos 

10/10 
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and material create a 

cohesive and attractive 

appearance. (9-10 

Points) 

Content There are issues with 

quality in the written 

concepts, videos, and 

scenarios. Videos and 

material explain 

concepts and allow for 

the learner to grasp the 

material. Substantial 

mistakes with content or 

grammar are made and 

they impact project or 

potential view 

experience/learning. (0- 

5 Points) 

There is a high level 

quality in the written 

concepts, videos, and 

explanations of the 

context. Videos and 

material clearly explain 

concepts and allow for 

the learner to grasp the 

material. Some mistakes 

with content or grammar 

are made and they do 

not 

impact project or 

potential view 

experience/learning. (6- 

12 Points) 

There is a high level 

quality in the written 

concepts, videos, and 

scenarios. Videos and 

material clearly explain 

concepts and allow for 

the learner to grasp the 

material. Few mistakes 

with content or 

grammar 

are made and they do 

not 

impact project or 

potential view 

experience/learning. 

(13-15 Points) 

14.5/15 

Total 24.5/25 

 

 

 

Random notes about p-value 
 

Alpha sets the standard for how extreme the data must be before we can reject the null 
hypothesis. The p-value indicates how extreme the data are. ... If the p-value is less than 
or equal to the alpha (p< .05), then we reject the null hypothesis, and wesay the result is 

statistically significant. 
What is the difference between an alpha level and a p-value 

https://courses.washington.edu/p209s07/.../Week%205_Monday%20overheads.pdf 

 

Alpha is usually expressed as a proportion. Thus, if the confidence level is 95%, then 

alpha would equal 1 - 0.95 or 0.05. With respect to hypothesis tests , alpharefers to 

significance level , the probability of making a Type I error . 

Alpha: Definition - Stat Trek 

 

https://courses.washington.edu/p209s07/lecturenotes/Week%205_Monday%20overheads.pdf
https://courses.washington.edu/p209s07/.../Week%205_Monday%20overheads.pdf
https://stattrek.com/statistics/dictionary.aspx?definition=alpha
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If the p-value is less than or equal to the alpha (p< .05), then we reject the null 

hypothesis, and we say the result is statistically significant. If the p-value is greater than 

alpha (p > .05), then we fail to reject the null hypothesis, and we say that the result is 

statistically nonsignificant (n.s.). 

What is the difference between an alpha level and a p-value 
https://courses.washington.edu/p209s07/.../Week%205_Monday%20overheads.pdf 
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https://courses.washington.edu/p209s07/lecturenotes/Week%205_Monday%20overheads.pdf
https://courses.washington.edu/p209s07/lecturenotes/Week%205_Monday%20overheads.pdf

